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In the Middle Ages one of the most interesting, entertaining and many-folded 
genres, in which a more detailed representation of sentimental affairs appeared 
and could be best followed was romance. These stories were dealing with “the 
exploits  of  knights,  ladies  and  noble  families  seeking  honour,  love  and 
adventure.”1 These works also provided the ideology of chivalry, a code of the 
social construction and, at the same time, were the most important medium of the 
idea  of  courtly  love  –  and  (noble)  audiences  defined  their  social  identities 
accordingly. The figure of the madman appears as a subversive phenomenon in 
this context and ideology, and his qualities serve as a fair basis for a research on 
insanity in the Middle Ages. 

For the exploration of the experience of madness in the Middle Ages, at 
first,  a  theoretical  framework should be provided.  To begin with,  I  turned to 
Foucault’s  Madness and Civilization,2 and for focusing the  details  I  followed 
Sylvia Huot’s  Madness in Medieval French Literature,3 which also provided a 
very strong basis  for  my interpretations.  However,  she relied on a theoretical 
framework that supports an interpretation focused mostly on psychoanalysis and 
body-theories,  while  I  would  like  to  approach  the  texts  from  another 
interpretative position and to suggest that the madman also had a deconstructive 
feature. For illustration, two romance heroes are going to be examined with the 
help of secondary literature: Sir Thomas Malory’s representation of Sir Launcelot 
and Sir Tristram.

Madness  enters  as  an  other  world  to  the  Thisworld  of  people  of  the 
romance.4 Regarding  the  events  happening  with  Tristram  and  Launcelot,  it 
clearly blocks the flow of the knight’s tale and the hero is literally dislocated 
from the active position. From that very moment on other characters are needed 
and brought into the plot to drive the story on: the viewpoint is set to theirs, and 
focus  turns  to  their  attitude  and  reactions  towards  the  madman.  Since  the 
madman is  followed by this ‘social  gaze’ all  the time,  his  figure is  set under 
public interpretation. On the one hand, the madman is judged by the ideology of 
knighthood: whether he acts according to or against the code. Consequently, a 
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behaviour that lacks any humane and knighted5 features can have harmful effects 
on the good name of a knight, and denotes a source of shame. 

I will also show that in this romance madness affects via love that binds 
knights to their ladies. However, it has a negative influence, because it obliterates 
the effect of the emotions raised by love. At the same time, by transgressing their 
own boundaries, these knights can mobilize such powers that are suppressed and 
bound by their own limits made up during their socialization. 

  

1. Madness and the subject

The figure of the fool or the madman as an odd person, in whom the social order 
and conventions cease bears the freedom of carnival, and an exemption from the 
regular.  Being  the  one  who  bore  these  characteristics  the  madman  held 
themselves  aloof,  but  at  the  same  time–as  “a  kind  of  living  metaphor  for 
unspoken tensions that shape communal consciousness”6–remained in the social 
context. As Huot, referring to Judith Butler’s analysis, asserts, the figure of the 
madman is defined by its difference from society, but still cannot be detached 
from  this  distinguishing  process:  the  identity  of  the  community  (and  of  the 
individual  who  is  part  of  that  group)  are  also  defined  by differing  from the 
madman,  since  civilians  did  not  want  to  make  common  cause  with  them.7 

Consequently, the figure of the madman was present in society as some sort of a 
“verging being”, who differed from normal people, but as a human being, cannot 
be thoroughly exiled from there. At a third reference point they find their own 
place,  undoing  the  ordinary  opposition  of  nature  and  community  set  up  by 
civilized  people,  and  providing  a  possibility  to  look  beyond that  opposition. 
Foucault connected the figure of the madman to water,8 to an entity that being 
part of nature, already bounds human beings to its dimension and, being highly 
symbolic, to their own nature as well. In this respect the madman stands for some 
sort of a dividing line, the very boundary of difference, and, at that same time, a 
chance for transgression: “The madman’s voyage is at once a rigorous division 
and an absolute Passage.”9

Madmen have the characteristics of both sides. On the one hand, they are 
depicted with (by establishing one “at the zero degree of his own nature”) the 
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features  of  animality,10 “which  put  them in  radical  opposition  to  the  human 
domain of reason”,11 and which cannot be suppressed by the madman. On the 
other  hand,  as  human  beings  once  present  in  society  they  still  have  their 
relationships, or at least traces of them that link them to the community, since 
“their  socially  constructed  identity  has  been  masked  or  damaged,  but  not 
irreparably lost”.12 As a matter of fact, this irreconcilable opposition of reason 
and animality (that appears focused in them) keeps the figure of the madman in 
continuous  tension,  and  gives  way to  a  point  of  view  that  goes  beyond  the 
ordinary nature-civilization opposition. 

The very nature of this tension takes the madman into the situation of a 
“troubling presence” in society. According to Huot, “the mad are severed both 
from  the  defining  framework  of  their  own  lives,  their  own  memories,  the 
governing  faculties  of  intellect;  and  from  the  shared  framework  of  the 
community,  of  language,  of  mutual  role-playing  and  interaction,”  and  they 
“become so unlike themselves, so absent from themselves that they cannot be 
recognized, sometimes even by their closest associates”.13 That is, the individual 
once part of the community disappears and gives place to a presence of an Other, 
a madman, that is no longer familiar in a civilized community. He is rather an 
absence,  a  gap  in  the  grid  of  subjects,  where  only the  trace  of  this  identity 
remains: in the memory of the sane relations. 

Following Huot’s  chain of  ideas,  one can realize  that  madness  has  a 
transgressive feature.14 It is often characterized as a shift from subject to object,15 

as the mad, on the one hand, present “a disturbing confusion of subjecthood and 
objecthood”16,  as  a  sort  of  deviation  from the  subject,  a  (re)active,  speaking 
segment  of  the community towards a state of  an-Other,  that  cannot  stand for 
itself, only exists. With this twofold definition of madness, an abject-quality can 
also  be  realized,  further  enhanced  by  Huot,  who  rolls  her  ideas  on  towards 
Kristeva’s theory on Powers of Horrors: “madness blurs the distinction not only 
between waking  up  and  sleep,  but  between life  and  death”17.  In  the  state  of 
madness  the  subject  loses  control  of  language,  and  language  too  becomes 
confused for him;18 in addition to this, the difference between the ‘I’ and ‘you’19 

becomes blurred as well – the “verging being” of the madman eventually leads to 
a  crisis of identity. ‘Crisis’ with its denotation of a turning point or a dramatic 
upheaval in one’s life is in the form of the trauma, an undesired, unwanted, still 
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powerful  transgression which “disturbs identity,  system,  order.  What  does not 
respect borders, positions, rules.”20 Consequently, “madness is the horror that is 
everywhere and nowhere: a trauma haunting the outer limits and the inner core of 
every individual”.21 And with the effacement of the identity its approximation 
towards death is inevitable – so can madness be associated with the concept of 
abjection. Huot provides, relying upon a carefully chosen theoretical framework, 
multiple  explanations  why  the  body  of  society  ejects  madmen,  instead  of 
integrating and taking care of them. From that very moment when the state of 
madness becomes an object of recognition, the existence of madmen is defined 
by  their  bodily  desires  and  primary  drives  (according  to  the  Freudian 
terminology),  which confine them within their own body.  Nothing could hold 
them back; the Other of Reason is what directs every segment of their lives. For 
the other subjects surrounding him the madman becomes a source of horror and 
repulsion, and that is why the ritual chase and beating becomes also emphasized 
beside the tolerance of the medieval community towards the madman. 

Reading  the  chapter  “Stultifera  Navis”  in  Foucault’s  Madness  and 
Civilization,  we  can  realize  that  Huot  approached  the  figure  of  the  madman 
similarly to him; however, Foucault’s chain of ideas follows an inverted order. 
Foucault starts from the prevailing theme of death that was peculiar to the Middle 
Ages, and that as an ethereal threat pervaded the everyday life of the people. As a 
solution for the accumulated tension due to this 

fear in the face of absolute limit of death turns inward in a continuous irony; man disarms 
it in advance, making it an object of derision by giving it an everyday, tamed form, by 
constantly renewing it in the spectacle of life by scattering it throughout the vices, the 
difficulties, and the absurdities of all men.[…] Madness is the déjà-là of death.22

 

So to say,  Foucault drives our attention to the carnivalization of death 
that comes to an end in madness. In his view concealing, banishing and laughing 
at death brought insanity closer to the medieval; however, the precondition of 
which  remained  the  “déjà-là of  death”  –  this  did  not  efface  mortality,  only 
distracted  the  attention  and  relieved  people’s  conception  of  death.  On  the 
contrary, Huot asserts that a symbolic death, the death of the subject is a result of 
madness:  death lurks behind insanity23 as  a train of horror and that  is why it 
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elicits abjection from the members of the community. Her view is based on the 
separating effects of madness, while Foucault’s concept of insanity appears as a 
path that leads to the carnival and to the final exemption of the world the people 
lived  in.  However,  both  theories  can  come  together  in  a  Foucauldian  phrase 
mentioned  in  connection  with  Don  Quixote’s  figure:  “madness  is  still  the 
imperishable life of death.”24 The end of the identity and the putting off of death 
is realized in the very same status of madness, that is “to be mad is to be in the 
presence of death in life.”25 

 

2. Folie n’est pas vasselage

In literary representations the cause of insanity can be different acts or events. In 
this chapter I will examine what sort of change and alteration can happen with 
two knights of perfection. I will try to track down the most important features of 
madness, and also try to shed light upon how it can filter through the knight’s 
sublime appearance, and penetrate into their deepest emotions evoking the crisis 
of identity I mentioned earlier. My interpretation will also show how it will then 
remove them from their  surroundings,  relations,  and cause the heroes’  insane 
flight  into  the  wilderness.  Madness  in  these  texts  is  caused  by some  sort  of 
emotional  trauma,26 since  emotions  are  the  only  phenomena  against  which 
muscles of steel, armours of wonders and the greatest duelling experience, too, 
are inert. Since they are knighted subjects, the heroes are bound by the love of a 
lady and by the determining power of  knighthood.  Both of  these phenomena 
support  a state (of  mind)  where the knight  is powerless against  his lady,  and 
becomes vulnerable to the impact of insanity. 

For  this  paper  I  used  Caxton’s  version  Malory’s  Le Morte  D’Arthur; 
however, I also paid attention to Eugene Vinaver’s literary historical study that 
deals  with the  Winchester  Manuscript.  The  whole  book focuses  on war,  and 
adventures and love of knights, who set off on narrative paths on their own, or 
along with some of their fellow knights.  Although it  is often echoed that  the 
themes of love and war are essential  elements  of  chivalric romances,  another 
experience comes into focus concerning the great knights: that of madness. Two 
of them experience madness in  Le Morte D’Arthur: Sir Launcelot du Lake and 
Sir  Tristram de  Liones.  There  is  a  parallel  in  what happens  to  the  knights; 
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however,  the  main  difference  lies  in  how these  events  happen to  them.  In  a 
structure like that of romances not only love, but–as great influencers–ladies also 
play a central role. 27 

 

Sir Launcelot du Lake

Books VI, XI and XII of Malory’s work focus on the figure of Sir Launcelot; 
however, some episodes dealing with other knights also filter into the narrative of 
these parts showing the typical structure of romance-building. Although he was 
mentioned earlier, the “flower of all knighthood” is really introduced in Book VI, 
in which the reader learns of his magnificent features28 as well as in the episodic 
adventures where he is seeking further fame and honour.  As for fighting and 
knight  errantry,  in  Malory  both  have  a  narrative-forming  power.  These 
adventures (during the heroic image-building) are often attached to “damosels”, 
who usually function as alibis for Malory to introduce a shorter (sub)narrative.29 

The ladies are either looking for Sir Launcelot, encountering him, fleeing from an 
attacker and asking for help, or are sent to offer, or to turn his attention to a new 
challenge (where he can prove himself  as a knight and earn honour).30 When 
these  chapters  run out  of  challenges offered by damsels,  a  “cross-armouring” 
with Sir Kay opens new opportunities for Launcelot for heroic image-building. 
This  cross-dressing  and  the  use  of  enchantment  foreshadows  the  identity-
violating motifs that play an important role in the following books dealing with 
the  circumstances  of  Sir  Launcelot’s  becoming  insane.  In  addition,  the 
recognition of the knight’s  real  identity (by other knights)  is  also a returning 
motif in the course of these stories. 

In the first chapters of Book XI a complete subplot is carefully built up to 
fulfil the prophecy of the conception of Galahad. The hermit’s foretelling of the 
future events already raises certain unease in the reader, which can be associated 
with the anticipation of insurmountable obstacles – even for Sir Launcelot, which 
is in his case the promise of treason and enchantment. Two enchantresses are the 
organizers of the events, and act independently of each other; however, both of 
them are  needed for the set-up of  the  subplot:  Morgan le  Fay to arrange the 
meeting of Elaine and Sir Launcelot,31 and Dame Brisen for the dovetailing of the 
“lovers”.  The  role  of  the  latter  is  crucial  in  these  scenes,  since  due  to  “her 
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crafts”32 she can manipulate the surroundings in order to divert the plot and, at 
the same time, triumph over the knight, since, as it was mentioned in Book VI, he 
can only be overcome by “treason or enchantment”.33 In the scene when Dame 
Brisen seduces Sir Launcelot from his knighthood and averts him to another lady, 
magic and delirium34 interweave and affect simultaneously, giving free way to a 
doubly  subversive  power  in  his  mind.  The  realisation  of  the  illusionary 
circumstances that had cheated on his senses and that he had slept with another 
lady, were a blow to his reason – which can be an explanation why he drew his 
sword on Elaine, and later can be seen as the cause of his double shame. 

The  other  determining  feature  of  a  knight,  love35 is  also  hurt  in  this 
subplot. A courtly knight devotes his life also to the service of one supreme lady 
and to proving his affection (a true and noble love) to her. The violation of this 
feeling  undoubtedly  causes  harm  –  theoretically  speaking,  especially  for  a 
knight’s identity, since it is determined by having a Lady whom he serves. Even 
if it only seems as a small rift on the image of the self, it offsets him as a knight 
and affects his identity as well. This little blur lurks for a while in the narrative 
and remains hidden in Arthur’s court until the very moment when Sir Bors brings 
word of Sir Launcelot’s adventures at Corbin and of his begetting of a son. Even 
if Sir Launcelot is excused of his deeds by Guenever, Elaine’s appearance–later 
at  the  feast–recalls  in  the  knight  that  he  is  doubly shamed,36 and  due  to  the 
Queen’s  playing  upon  his  subjectivity  he  becomes  only  the  endurer  of  the 
following  events.  Guenever  frames  the  guests’  accommodation  and  pays 
particular attention to the dwelling of Launcelot to save him (and herself) from 
another shameful event. However, Dame Brisen’s crafts turn the situation inside 
out again, and bring the knight to Elaine’s arms. When the Queen learns of this 
second cheat on her and meets the knight on the floor Sir Launcelot is forced to 
an ethical position where he had to face deeds that he has not committed, at least 
not intentionally;  and with harsh words she rebukes the knight and sends him 
away. The text then depicts a huge emotional trauma: Launcelot “took such an 
heartly sorrow at her words that he fell down to the floor in a swoon. […] And 
when Sir Launcelot awoke of his swoon, he leapt out at a bay window into the 
garden”37. The seriousness of  his  state  is  further  enhanced by Dame  Brisen’s 
reply to Elaine: “for I warn you he is clean out of his mind; and yet he shall be 
well holpen and but by miracle.”38
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The reader can follow Launcelot’s figure in Book XII through the telling 
of  the  narrator  or  from  the  point  of  view  of  other  characters  (through  the 
conceptually used ‘social gaze’) after he had lost his reason. He is depicted as 
groaning and sighing, and instead of calm approaching, he usually leaps.39 The 
description  usually  gives  him  animalistic  features,40 and,  at  the  same  time, 
enhances  the  madman’s  connection  to  nature,  drawing  its  figure  towards  a 
liminal position: although he remains human in his appearance, he is unable to 
communicate,  flees  from  other  human  beings  and  acts  like  a  wild  creature. 
However, he cannot be part of nature, either. When coming across other knights 
and  companions  by  whom  he  is  attacked,  Launcelot  overcomes  them  with 
unheard  of  physical  strength,  and  the  reader  can  get  an  impression  of  him 
becoming even more powerful than earlier being the best knight.  Without his 
armour  and  clothed  in  silence,  Launcelot  is  unrecognisable  for  the  other 
characters; however, there is always someone among them who can identify him, 
or at  least  guess that he is a knight of great  worship.41 Although the narrator 
refers to him as Sir Launcelot, his identity seems to be lost at the very moment of 
his  becoming  insane,  it  only  survives  as  a  fragment  of  remembrance  in  the 
memory of other characters and this trace keeps his narrative in the plot as a 
hiding stream. 

The two sorts of treatment applied to Launcelot by his finders may reflect 
the medievals’ attitude towards madmen. Foucault’s mentioning of the different 
attitudes towards madmen in the first  chapter of his  Madness and Civilization 
(although it is a view closer to the Renaissance than to the Middle Ages) can be 
traced in Malory’s text, with some inconsistencies, however. In the monograph it 
is  asserted  that  madmen  were  not  expelled  in  every case,  but  cared  for  and 
enclosed to certain places reserved for them.42 

Malory deals with the treatment of a madman in three shorter narratives. 
The mad Launcelot first comes across Sir Bliant’s group. After having found him 
they take him to the Castle Blank where “they bound his hands and his feet, and 
gave him good meats and good drinks, and brought him again to his strength and 
his  fairness”.43 Launcelot’s  being  bound and  held  in  the  castle,  in  my  view, 
represents a treatment to balance and to give a madman limits again after losing 
them in insanity.  Nevertheless,  this  “cure” can also be seen as  an attempt  to 
approximate the madman from nature (wilderness) to social order: still the main 
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cause of failure is that his helpers only tried to heal the body and expected a 
corresponding mental melioration. Later, when Launcelot encounters a hermit, he 
is taken to a hermitage, where “the hermit healed him of his wound.”44 Since the 
saintly man’s lore was not thoroughly appropriate for the task, according to the 
text, he “waxed feeble, both of his [Launcelot’s] body and of his wit;  for the 
default of his sustenance he waxed more wooder than he was aforehand”45 and 
then  he  flees  and  disappears  in  the  forest.  In  my  view,  the  failure  to  heal 
Launcelot  can be associated with the hermit’s  own liminal  position.  Since he 
himself  is  also  someone  who  is  separated  from  society,  his  attempt  to 
approximate the knight towards order is doomed to fail.

The third  story represents  both  of  the  main  Foucauldian  examples  of 
dealing with madmen appearing among the city folk; that is, caring for the insane 
in a place reserved for them, and on the other hand, the public chase and beating 
of madmen.46 In chapter 3 (still in Book XII) “by adventure” the mad knight got 
to the city of Corbin where “he ran through the town to the castle; and then all 
the young men […] ran after Sir Launcelot, and there they threw turves at him, 
and  gave  him  many  sad  strokes.”47 Such  occasions  are  considered  in  the 
Foucault’s work as a kind of mock race, where the madman is ritually driven out 
of the city.48 However, this scene could not only function as a rite of exclusion, 
but also as a part of a rite de passage. As for Launcelot’s case, he arrived to the 
city of Corbin as a stranger and, according to van Gennep’s scheme, he came into 
a doubly isolated status.49 Reaching the castle successfully after the chase, he was 
welcome, provided with clothes and enclosed to a little house,50 which shows that 
he was kept in a liminal position. Still, this implies the schematic attitude towards 
an alien and a treatment for a madman. In King Pelles’s castle Launcelot is taken 
care of and seems to be counted as a man: however, the reader could feel as if he 
was taken as an animal. Despite the fact that he is given clothes, he is enclosed 
into a little house, the surrounding people put “straw underneath him”, and “then 
every day they would throw him meat, and set him drink, but there was but few 
would bring him meat to his hands.”51 Eventually, Launcelot comes to his senses 
in the castle: when the king’s daughter, Elaine recognizes her love behind the 
insane features, she asks her father to help, and then the mad knight is brought to 
a chamber “where was the holy vessel of the Sangrail”, and putting him into it, 
“by  miracle  and  by virtue  of  that  holy vessel  Sir  Launcelot  was  healed  and 
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recovered” – which refers  back to  Dame  Brisen’s  reply on the  only way Sir 
Launcelot can be healed.52 

When Sir Launcelot comes to his senses, he gives evidence of feeling 
shame  and  regret,  even  though  he  was  not  in  control  of  his  own  acts  and 
thoughts. In the dialogue of chapter 5, one can realize that the time Launcelot 
spent in madness slips from his mind completely. His shame can be associated 
with the sense that he fell to insanity and was a madman, apparently at the far 
end from his sublime knightly status, one who cannot meet the requirements of 
the knightly ideas, therefore unable to relate to them and determine himself as a 
splendid knight.53 

The  sudden  feeling  of  regret–that  Launcelot  had  done  a  very 
reprehensible act when he drew his sword upon Elaine–can be due to either an 
unauthorized way of thinking, or supreme sensitivity54 that is one of the results of 
the transgression of insanity. The way he refers to himself also supports this idea: 
he calls himself (and makes others refer to him as well) Le Chevaler Mal Fet, 
‘the  knight  that  hath  trespassed’.55 Through  the  negative  connotations  of 
trespassing he faces himself and regrets sinning against knightly behaviour, and 
at the same time, this sinning suggests the abject feature of madness and losing 
control of heroic deeds: he virtually came off of the body of knighthood, and 
dooms himself to live on as a deviant, condemned knight.

Shame  cannot  be  avoided  by  the  other  knight  of  great  worship,  Sir 
Tristram, either; however, at him it is not as emphatic as Sir Launcelot’s. Sir 
Tristram and Isoud are watched and monitored all the time by King Mark (who 
intends to find infidelity,  indeed) to uncover the private dallying of the knight 
and to cause harm to his public reputation. When he is caught in Isoud’s chamber 
he “demands that he be given the opportunity to fight to avoid death”,56 while he 
also  “suggests  that  his  good  deeds  in  some  way outweigh  his  adultery  with 
Isoud”.57 Although he tries to fight for his love, eventually he becomes exiled 
from Cornwall, which provides another piece to build the background story of his 
becoming mad. 
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Sir Tristram de Liones

Unlike the story of Sir  Launcelot,  Sir  Tristram’s  tale can be followed by the 
reader already from his ancestry and birth. Malory adapted and elaborated the 
main sequences of the French Prose Tristan and “shifted the emphasis from the 
original story of tragic love to the protagonist’s adventures in the service of the 
Round Table.”58 In the beginning of Sir Tristram’s tale Malory seems to follow 
the style of the  Prose Tristan: the narrative parts are more frequent than in the 
other books of his  Le Morte D’Arthur, and only later (when Tristram starts his 
knight-errantry to get glory and a name) does the peculiar dialogical technique by 
which the author usually depicts the knights appear. 

The romance plot starts when Sir Tristram is being drawn into a subplot 
the organizing motifs of which are poison and potion. Getting to the place where 
the poison on the sword of Sir Marhaus was made can be associated with the 
initiative rites.59 After his recovering he “cast great love to La Beale Isoud,”60 

became her knight  and fought  in her name in various other narrative paths;61 

however, Sir Tristram returns once again in the name of King Mark. On their 
way back to Cornwall they accidentally drink the potion that was intended to 
raise love between the King and La Beale Isoud, and that determines the main 
narrative of their tragic love later on, making them unable to separate themselves 
from each other.

Love, as we mentioned earlier as one of the main determining features of 
the knight, is hurt in Sir Tristram’s Books as well. Cheating appears again, just 
like  in  Sir  Launcelot’s  tale,  and becomes  one of  the  causes of  the emotional 
trauma that shoves the knight to madness.62 However, cheating itself is two-fold 
here. Another subplot opens when Sir Tristram is exiled from Cornwall, departs 
to  Brittany  where  he  is  healed  by  Isoud  la  Blanche  Mains,63 and  whom  he 
eventually weds.64 However (even if he acted against the courtly code and left his 
lady in this  sense),  Tristram cannot  escape from the memory of the love felt 
towards La Beale Isoud and sets off to Cornwall and takes Sir Kehydius with 
him. The following “cheating scene” remains hidden in the main text and appears 
only as an allusion;65 that is, articulated only in a symbolic dimension, during a 
correspondence. Sir Kehydius falls in love with the Queen at first sight and “then 
privily he wrote unto her letters and ballads of the most goodliest that were used 
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in those days,”66 and because of the feeling of compassion the Queen replied 
secretly,  without  letting  Sir  Tristram  know  it.  When  he  discovers  the 
correspondence he feels great pain and as if they were traitors to him and after an 
unsuccessful attack on Sir Kehydius, he “armed him in such armour as he had for 
to fight with them that would withstand him.”67 

The derangement of Sir Tristram’s does not happen as suddenly as Sir 
Launcelot’s; however, it can also be attributed to an emotional trauma felt after 
the  discovery  of  the  letters.  The  “great  dole”  overcomes  him  slowly  and 
dismantles his identity, as it is shown textually in Malory’s work. The escaping 
figure  of  Sir  Tristram can  be  followed  through the  view of  other  characters 
appearing  along  his  narrative  path.  At  first  Sir  Fergus  (who  tells  about  the 
knight’s great sorrow to Isoud’s damosel) goes after the knight and functions as 
the describing gaze for the narrator: “[T]hen upon a night he put his horse from 
him,  and  then  unlaced  his  armour,  and  then  Sir  Tristram would  go  into  the 
wilderness, and brast down the trees and boughs”68 and he spent there several 
months, “[a]nd then was he naked and waxed lean and poor of flesh; and so he 
fell in the fellowship of herdmen and shepherds.”69 His insanity is not so sudden, 
extreme and powerfully displayed as Launcelot’s, with the animalistic features 
being less emphasized too. However, the strength of his blows let the releasing 
effect of madness be shown. Although Tristram wanders naked with a sword in 
his  hand  and  let  the  shepherds  beat  him  and  make  “him  like  a  fool,”70 he 
preserves one of his main features: he plays the harp when he gets one in his 
hands. Admittedly, his connection to the herdsmen and to art is what stabilizes 
him in a  liminal  position,71 and the  low-key representation of  the  animalistic 
features show that his liminality is focused in his character and is not displayed 
by the place to which he is confined.

A certain  clothing-metaphor  can  be actuated in  the  scene when King 
Arthur’s  fool,  Dagonet  comes  across  King  Mark  and  tells  him  about  his 
encounter and fight72 with the mad knight.73 Here Dagonet identifies Tristram as 
a (fellow) fool,74 too; however, he also emphasizes the difference between them, 
by referring to himself as ‘I fool’, while calling the other ‘that fool’. Dagonet 
determines  himself  and his subjectivity vis-á-vis  the  other fool  in a way that 
theoretically speaking,  he establishes himself  as a subject  with an identity he 
decided to put on.75  As a “speaking subject”, Dagonet is able to give account of 
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the status of a fool, a status the making of which he himself decided to undertake. 
However, the very subjects of experiencing madness remain the great knights 
whose identity were determined and built up after being knighted and dismantled 
at the moment of the onset of madness.76 

Another telling word is that  Dagonet  mentions that  the fool  is  naked, 
which signifies a symbolic disrobing of Tristram’s identity. It is like casting his 
armour  off  before  fleeing  to  the  wilderness,  which  can  be  interpreted  as  a 
symbolic  breakdown  of  the  identity  and  the  (re)appearance  of  the  pure, 
unmotivated subject that cannot determine itself since it lacks language for it. As 
a matter of fact, with the scarce usage of language the mad Tristram only refuses 
to make common cause with other characters.

The  duel  between  the  mad  Tristram  and  Sir  Dagonet  can  also  be 
interpreted as a hiding stream-memento, a textual representation of the serious 
discourse  and  the  comic  sub-discourse  in  Malory’s  work.77 The  mad  (tragic) 
knight and “a knight of a fool” encounter, and the “serious side” symbolically 
triumphs over the comic one.78 Ironically, the comic knight is the one that can use 
language and determine  himself,  as  opposed to  Tristram:  what  is  more,  their 
description  also  show  that  the  comic  side  carries  certain  merriment,  since 
Dagonet is denotated (and referred by himself as well) with the word “fool”, and 
not circumscribed with expressions like “wood”, “out of his wits”, “out of his 
mind”,  “wild  wood”  that  signify ‘pathological’  madness.  By the  same  token, 
Dagonet’s figure has a more subtle and theoretical feature in this scene, although 
only momentarily. The fool’s appearance unbinds the madman’s situation that is 
already beyond (in a third position) the nature-society opposition. Being a third 
element in another structure, the figure of the fool pushes the insane into another 
binary opposition: that of the madman and society.79 

The  Books  of  Sir  Tristram  represent  the  treatment  of  the  madman 
similarly to the Books of Sir Launcelot; however, the Foucauldian examples are 
not so well elaborated. His first encounter with a caring man is during his ten-day 
stay at the hermitage, where a symbolic taming is represented in the text.80 It does 
not seem to be successful, since a bit later Tristram comes across a giant and he 
grabs another sword to fight him and save the life of Sir Dinaunt. King Mark 
succeeded in finding Tristram, following and tracing back the telling of Dagonet 
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and Sir Dinaunt, and then he made his knights to put mantles on81 the madman 
and take him to his castle where “they bathed him, and washed him, and gave 
him hot suppings till they had brought him well to his remembrance; but all this 
while there was no creature that knew Sir Tristram, nor what man he was.”82 In 
these scenes, Tristram’s insanity was closer to a sort of melancholy caused by 
great sadness felt over the loss of his lady’s love for him. The healing method 
also supports this chain of ideas, since wonderful events or holy devices were not 
needed for bringing him to his senses; however, the presence of a community 
obviously plays  a crucial role here as well:  they recognize the persona of the 
madman and try to assimilate him again. This (re)approximation is represented in 
the recognition scene, where the still speechless Sir Tristram lays in the garden 
and is recognized only by the little brachet, which was given to Isoud as a love-
token. Since no one knew “what man he was”, we can see that madness drew off 
the  subject  (of  dismantled  identity)  from  society  and  deprived  it  of  all  his 
attachments, and so it can only live on as a sort of absence in the network of 
relations.

Malory’s  tragic  knights,  as  we  have  seen,  both  experience  madness. 
Although, the basic points (that is,  what happens to them) correspond in their 
stories, there are also differences in  how does all this befall. The most striking 
difference  is  that  Launcelot’s  insanity  is  much  more  powerful,  while  that  of 
Tristram is  somewhat  low-key.  The  animalistic  features  are  also  much  more 
emphasized,  and the  subplot  with the  hermit  is  more  negative in  Launcelot’s 
story with  the  reader  accompaniying  him to  the  deep  whirl  of  madness.  His 
recovery is also due to the holy vessel (and Dame Birsen’s magic); however, the 
integrating effort of the surrounding people also plays an important role. At the 
same time, Tristram’s insanity is much more “shallow”. He is more connected to 
society – his liminal quality is focused in his figure (and not in the place to which 
he is confined): he plays the harp, fights with a sword and joins the herdsmen. 
Tristram destabilizes his identity83 from within and the onset of madness is not 
denoted by one sudden impact of emotional trauma, but is rather a prolonged 
process. For recovery he only needs human care and can be integrated by being 
talked to and brought back to his role. Now we can see that the physical plane is 
more emphasized in Launcelot, as opposed to Tristram, whose madness “takes 
place” in a symbolic dimension.
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Treating Madness

In Malory’s text Sir Launcelot did not speak except for two occasions. However, 
both were  accounts  of  dissociating himself,  and were  rather  like  melancholic 
remarks.84 Apart from these he seems to remain enclosed in the text, until the 
very moment when the maiden of the Sangrail appears and then with the help of 
the holy vessel he is cured. The other knight of great worship, Sir Tristram de 
Liones,  also remains  silent  in his  madness,  except  for  two utterances,  one of 
which is when he asks his lady to leave him alone.85 These utterances show the 
madman as a subject removed from society. According to Foucault’s and Huot’s 
conjoined theories, in the state of madness the subject loses control of language. 
At  the  same  time,  language  too  becomes  confusing  for  him,  just  like  the 
difference between the ‘I’ and ‘you’,86  which signifies that the identity of the 
subject is dismantled since it lacks the language to determine himself. That is, the 
‘I’ cannot assume itself as a “subject”, since it is only possible if the position of 
the  ‘I’  is  evoked  by  someone  vis-á-vis  to  him,  and  because,  according  to 
Benveniste, the subject itself is formed during speech. This is one of the reasons 
why the madman should be followed all the time and a shift from ‘subject’ to 
‘object’ happens in the representation. The mad subject is unable to communicate 
with and react to his surroundings which leads to a shift in emphasis from self-
representation to narratorial and to ‘social gaze’. Now the determining feature of 
self-awareness also belongs to the community, as Huot claimed, so the identity of 
the community (and of the individual who is part of that group) is also defined as 
different from the madman.87

In these texts the madman was always pushed among boundaries by the 
caring  attention  of  the  community.  This  and  the  continuous  gaze  of  the 
surrounding people and that the mad subjects were called on their names helped 
in integrating the madman to society. So the identity of the subject was formed 
from the  outside.  The  main  point  of  this  attention  is,  on  the  one  hand,  the 
interpretation  of  the  madman  and  the  continuous  talk  where  the  madman  is 
assumed as ‘you’ (therefore to raise again his self-awareness and the assumption 
of the ‘I’). On the other hand, taking care of the madman is somewhat similar to 
pushing among boundaries again and determining his identity from the outside: 
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just like putting “mantles on him”,88 “ordain[ing] him clothes to his body, and 
straw beneath him, and a little house”.89 The knights coming to their senses seem 
as if they were rewritten: they are “held” in language, brought into discourse and 
are overseen. And as a result of this the madman becomes assimilated: Launcelot 
recovers with the help of the holy vessel, Tristram needed care and being called 
on his name. From that very moment their identities are put back on them and 
they lose their abject feature.

 

3. Out of the Wood

The love of the knights “heels up” after returning from the bypaths of insanity 
and recovering their knightly identity. They remain as strong and mighty as they 
were, just as if transgression–caused by the experience of madness–had made the 
boundaries  that  determined  (and  at  the  same  time  limited)  them as  knightly 
subjects  permeable.  The  experience  of  madness  is  then  the  dismantling  of 
identity and the losing of knightly perfection (that ejects the subject from society 
similarly  to  madness90),  with  which  the  heroes’  power  that  was  held  inside 
transgress  these  limits.  After  coming  to  their  senses,  with  this  newly  gained 
freedom they can perform acts that lead to even greater worship – along with 
public interpretation that attributes to the knights more glory and honour. 

Their  liminal  position is  the  madmen’s  most  characteristic  feature.  In 
their  insane  flight  they  offend  against  their  most  determining  qualities 
(knighthood and “vertuous love”),  which would be interpreted  by the  ‘social 
gaze’  as  shameful  acts.  However,  the  madman  is  saved,  since  (with  the 
dismantling of the identity, revealing animalistic features and observing silence) 
they are hardly recognized and so shame cannot be attributed to them. In those 
who  yet  (seems  to)  recognize  them the  feeling  of  the  sublime  arises.91 It  is 
evoked,  on  the  one  hand,  by  the  knights’  perfection  and  their  extraordinary 
abilities that raise the (uneasy) feeling of the spectator’s own limits. At the same 
time, the “great dole” and suffering that caused madness affects via empathy and 
attracts the spectators. However, abjection is also a sort of reaction that is given 
to the madman’s appearance, and has an effect similar to that of the sublime: by 
sharing the same attributes as human beings the members of the society cannot 
become  estranged  from  the  madman  despite  their  repulsive  features.  The 
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community reacts by keeping them in a liminal position: Launcelot was kept in a 
reserved place92; Tristram lived with the herdsmen.93 

The  figure  of  the  madman  is  endowed  with  deconstructive  features. 
Madness dislocates the knights from the center of the story and then they are 
followed  from the  point  of  view of  the  narrator  and  other  characters  in  the 
romance. They are also removed from their ladies and fail to perform as knights, 
which means that the frames of the romance plot are also stirred up. As we can 
see, madness affects mostly these two determining features of romances, with the 
subversion  of  which  it  only  reinforces  the  importance  of  them.  The  frames 
become  perceivable  only by the  madman’s  transgression,  and  when the  hero 
comes  to  his  senses,  these  frames  figuratively  withdraw  and  lurk  in  the 
background. 

Secondly, madness dissolves the binary opposition of nature and society. 
The figure of madman bears the features of both sides and, by differing from 
them, he embodies a third point of view that points beyond this opposition: he is 
continuously on the move (and since he lacks language, therefore cannot stand 
for himself) and the reader can only follow him through the gaze of the narrator 
or of other characters. The reader is at the same time a fellow-interpreter of the 
community who also becomes  subjected to  the  feelings  raised by events  and 
hardships  that  the  figure  of  the  madman  has  to  endure.  Thus  the  binary 
opposition is stolen into the narrative paths wherever the madman runs: that of 
the reader and the audience. This is how these deconstructive features test the 
frames and peculiarities of the romance plot. 

Only  the  trace  is  what  is  left  behind  (in  the  grid  of  intersubjective 
relations) by the subject that dismantles its identity. It is signified by the absence 
that is left after the disappearance of the knight, and the memory of his acts that 
are still held in high respect. This trace and characters that are on the track of the 
mad knights (e.g. Sir Bors, Sir Ector and Sir Lionel; Sir Palomides) also drive the 
narrative on and open new paths for other subplots – and other stories for which 
the madness-plots provide a crossroad.

Another determining feature, love, remains untouched. It serves as a(n 
unmoved) mover of the romance and is present as a basis of the relations among 
the characters. In the texts I examined, madness was caused by a sudden impact 
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of emotional trauma that is invoked by the lady’s deviation from this sentiment: 
either by powerful rebukes and doubting the knight’s worthiness;94 or by a hidden 
(symbolic)  cheat  on the  lover.95 So affects  madness  via  love that  bounds the 
knight  to  his  lady.  And as  central  characters,  the  knights  become  dislocated, 
removed from the body of knighthood and cut off the sentiment felt towards the 
lady, which would both divert the main stream of the narrative. They can only 
come to their senses with the help of the caring audience, who were at the same 
time the other important gaze that practiced a continuous interpretation on them.
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following this chain of ideas. Water also symbolizes a power that filters through 
and corrodes every kind of boundary, and since it was considered as a gate to the 
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9 Foucault, Madness and Civilization, 11.
10 In  Foucault’s  view  (that  animals  symbolically  bore  “the  values  of 

humanity”),  with a  sudden change of  this  relation these  symbols  became the 
signifiers of the insane qualities that are present in the depth of the human mind. 
In my opinion it is the animalistic feature that drives the madman away from 
society and that  “reveals  the  dark rage,  the  sterile  madness  that  lie  in  men’s 
hearts.” Foucault, Madness and Civilization, 21.
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gondolkodása, 21-23.
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see that in the representation of madness there is a shift in point of view which 
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unable to communicate with and react to his surroundings. The mad knights can 
be followed through the narrator’s and other character’s  view: the continuous 
relay makes it possible to follow the insane heroes who are lost in the endless 
paths of their own confused mind. As a result of this, the public interpretation 
plays an important role, although the identity of the mad knights most of the time 
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23 Trying to approximate Foucault’s conception about the connection of death 
and madness to Hout’s, in my opinion madness is “the déjà-là of death”. On the 
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